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ABSTRACT

An intraseasonal tropical oscillation with a period of 20–80 days is simulated in the Neelin–Zeng Quasi-
Equilibrium Tropical Circulation Model. This model is an intermediate-level atmospheric model that includes
primitive equation nonlinearity, radiative–convective feedbacks, a simple land model with soil moisture, and a
Betts–Miller-type moist convective adjustment parameterization. Vertical temperature and moisture structures
in the model are based on quasi-equilibrium profiles taken from deep convective regions. The tropical intra-
seasonal variability is reasonably broadband. The eastward propagating 20–80-day variability is dominated by
zonal wavenumber 1, shows features similar to an irregular Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO), and exhibits
amplitude and phase speeds that vary both seasonally and between events. At higher wavenumbers, the model
has a distinction between the low-frequency MJO-like band and the moist Kelvin wave band, similar to that
found in observations. In the model, it is conjectured that this arises by interaction of the wavenumber-1 moist
Kelvin wave with the zonally asymmetric basic state.

Experiments using climatological sea surface temperature forcing are conducted using this model to examine
the effects of evaporation–wind feedback and extratropical excitation on the maintenance of intraseasonal
variability, with particular attention paid to the low wavenumber mode in the 20–80-day band. These ex-
periments indicate that evaporation–wind feedback partially organizes this intraseasonal variability by reducing
damping, but it is not by itself sufficient to sustain this oscillation for the most realistic parameters. Excitation
by extratropical variability is a major source of energy for the intraseasonal variability in this model. When
midlatitude storms are suppressed, tropical intraseasonal variability is nearly eliminated. However, the east-
ward propagating intraseasonal signal appears most clearly when midlatitude excitation is aided by the evap-
oration–wind feedback.

1. Introduction

a. Overview

The Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO), first recog-
nized by Madden and Julian (1971, 1972), is an east-
ward-propagating tropical intraseasonal oscillation that
is evident in a number of atmospheric fields, including
zonal wind speed and outgoing longwave radiation
(OLR). In some fields (such as upper-level zonal wind),
the propagation is global in extent, while in others, the
propagation is confined to a specific region. For in-
stance, the signal in OLR is generally confined to the
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Indian and western Pacific Oceans. The MJO has a
period between 30 and 60 days, with wavenumber-1–3
structure. The phase speed of the MJO is approximately
5 m s21 for convection and 10 m s21 in upper-level
winds (e.g., Hendon and Salby 1994). Variability in
upper- and lower-level wind fields also appear out of
phase with each other. Descriptions of these and other
features of the MJO are found in a variety of obser-
vational studies. These include compositing studies
(e.g., Knutson and Weickmann 1987; Hendon and Sal-
by 1994) and studies of individual MJO events (e.g.,
Hsu et al. 1990). Other observational studies focus on
specific features of the MJO such as surface pressure
(e.g., Milliff and Madden 1996), convection (e.g.,
Gruber 1974; Murakami 1984; Weickmann et al. 1985;
Lau and Chan 1985; Wang and Rui 1990; Hendon and
Liebmann 1994; Jones and Weare 1996; Zhang and
Hendon 1997), and the planetary circulation (e.g.,
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Weickmann et al. 1985; Hayashi and Golder 1986).
Madden and Julian (1994) provide a review of obser-
vational work on the MJO.

b. Previously proposed MJO maintenance
mechanisms

Because of its eastward-propagating, low-frequency
structure, early work characterized the MJO as a Kelvin-
like mode of low wavenumber, since Kelvin waves also
propagate eastward and have a dominant signal in zonal
wind, with a maximum on the equator (Lindzen 1974;
Chang 1977). While equatorial Kelvin wave theory for
dry dynamics predicts phase speeds of 30–60 m s21 for
the first baroclinic mode, when interactions between
convection and large-scale dynamics are taken into ac-
count, slower (though in general still slightly faster than
observed) phase speeds are obtained in Kelvin wave
MJO models (e.g., Hayashi and Sumi 1986; Lau and
Peng 1987; Swinbank et al. 1988; Chang and Lim 1988;
Lau et al. 1988). Many of these models incorporated
this interaction through the conditional instability of the
second kind (CISK) instability mechanism, which hy-
pothesizes that low-level moisture convergence and la-
tent heat release feed off of one another to create at-
mospheric instability at large scales (Charney and Elias-
sen 1964; Ooyama 1964; Hayashi 1971; Lindzen 1974).
As a result, the MJO was interpreted as a mode of the
tropical atmosphere with CISK instability.

The instability aspect of CISK has recently been
called into question (e.g., Emanuel et al. 1994), largely
because of the modest size of the moist available energy
in the tropical atmosphere (Randall and Wang 1992).
However, the spatial structure and phase speed consid-
erations of the MJO are separable from questions of
large-scale atmospheric instability. For instance, ana-
lytical work by Neelin and Yu (1994) suggests that for
a moist atmosphere under Betts–Miller (1986) moist
convective adjustment, the MJO is described by a
Kelvin-like mode whose slow phase speed is set by the
gross moist stability. The spatial structure and phase
speed concurs with CISK models, but there is no CISK
in the sense of instability. The term ‘‘convective inter-
action with dynamics’’ (CID) was suggested as a means
of referring to such interactions without assuming in-
stability (Neelin and Yu 1994). As long as the ensemble
effects of convection strongly influence the large scale,
an MJO-like mode with slow phase speed will exist even
in the absence of CISK instability.

Although moist Kelvin wave theory appears to de-
scribe certain aspects of the observed MJO, including
its form and slower-than-dry-dynamics phase speed,
there is still uncertainty as to whether to consider the
MJO as a moist Kelvin wave or as something different
altogether. Observational work done by Hendon and
Salby (1994) suggests that the circulation component of
the MJO has a forced response component that has the
form of a Rossby–Kelvin wave coupled to convection.

Other observational studies of tropical OLR have shown
the existence of Kelvin-like waves associated with con-
vection (Takayabu 1994; Dunkerton and Crum 1995).
Some work suggests that these waves move with phase
speeds different from the MJO (Dunkerton and Crum
1995). Analysis of OLR and deep-layer temperature data
by Wheeler and Kiladis (1999, hereafter WK) suggests
that while both moist Kelvin waves and the MJO appear
to be ‘‘convectively coupled’’ equatorial waves, the
spectral peaks as a function of wavenumber and fre-
quency are more complex. A feature corresponding to
the dispersion curve of a moist phase speed Kelvin wave
coexists with a low-frequency (30–60 day) feature that
extends as far as wavenumber 6. Wheeler and Kiladis
interpret these as separate entities, although we note that
at wavenumber 1, which has most of the power, the two
curves are not clearly distinguished. The model used in
the present study has analogs of both aspects. For a
discussion that applies to both in the model, we use the
term ‘‘moist-Kelvin/MJO-like’’ variance (without as-
suming they are necessarily linked). ‘‘Intraseasonal var-
iance’’ refers to this and other intraseasonal variability
collectively.

Besides the wave identity of the MJO, there is also
debate over what maintenance mechanism(s) act to
maintain the oscillation against damping. The different
mechanisms that have been proposed to explain MJO
maintenance fall into the following general types:

1) Instability associated with released convective avail-
able potential energy (CAPE) at large scales,

2) Evaporation–wind feedback (EWF),
3) Midlatitude excitation in the troposphere,
4) Stochastic convective variance, and
5) Other oscillatory heat sources.

In the first proposed maintenance mechanism, it is
suggested that CISK-type instability provides the en-
ergy needed to maintain the oscillation (e.g., Lau and
Peng 1987; Chang and Lim 1988), which implies con-
version of CAPE to large-scale motions. However,
there is debate as to whether CISK-type instability can
really exist. Some observations suggest that rather than
exhibiting high levels of large-scale convective insta-
bility, lower-tropospheric convective regions are ac-
tually near neutral with respect to adiabatic motion
(Betts 1982; Emanuel 1988; Xu and Emanuel 1989).
Lim et al. (1990) and Crum and Dunkerton (1992) note
that because linear wave–CISK theory predicts in-
creasing growth with increasing wavenumber, such a
flow field will eventually be overwhelmed by the
smallest scales in the system; this is not found in ob-
servations, which are dominated by planetary-scale
features. Nonlinear wave–CISK theory may provide
ways to circumvent this problem (e.g., Lau and Peng
1987; Hendon 1988; Lim et al. 1990), but the upward
motions still tend to occur at the smallest available
scales. Salby et al. (1994) suggest that ‘‘frictional’’
wave–CISK, where frictional damping in the boundary
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FIG. 1. Vertical profiles of basis functions for (a) temperature a1 (solid) and humidity b1

(dashed) and (b) baroclinic component of horizontal velocity V1.

layer interacts with convergence associated with a
Kelvin wave, preferentially selects motion at larger
scales, in contrast with linear wave–CISK theory.
Bladé and Hartmann (1993) examined a parameter re-
gime in which CISK instability occurs in part of the
domain while the rest of the domain is marginally sta-
ble. Random fluctuations (from midlatitudes) set off a
stationary growth phase that subsequently propagates
eastward and decays. They underline the recharge time
needed for the CISK instability in this regime.

Another possible method of providing variance to the
MJO is the evaporation–wind feedback (EWF) mech-
anism (also known as ‘‘wind-induced, surface heat ex-
change’’ or WISHE). Emanuel (1987) and Neelin et al.
(1987) first described the mechanism in a linear for-
mulation, while Xie et al. (1993) presented a quasi-
linear extension. In the EWF theory, eastward propa-
gation of convective regions is driven by anomalies in
evaporation induced east of the convective regions by
the rise of anomalous surface winds east of the con-
vective regions. In the simplest formulation, the anom-
alies of evaporation are induced by convectively driven
low-level convergence, superimposed on top of mean
easterlies, such that evaporation is enhanced east of the
enhanced convection and suppressed west of the en-
hanced convection. Linear perturbation analysis (Neelin
and Yu 1994) as well as general circulation model
(GCM) and other model experiments (e.g., Numaguti
and Hayashi 1991; Seager and Zebiak 1994; Crum and
Dunkerton 1994; Hayashi and Golder 1997) suggest that
the EWF can tend to maintain the MJO. However, be-
ginning with Wang (1988), several studies have voiced
doubts over the role of the EWF in observations. Anal-
ysis of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses in the warm pool region
(Jones and Weare 1996; Hendon and Glick 1997), where
mean wind is both easterly and westerly, suggest an
evaporation–convection lag relationship that is not in
phase with one that is implied by the simplest EWF
theory for the basic Kelvin wave solution with homo-
geneous boundary conditions and mean easterlies. Sper-

ber et al.’s (1997) analysis of the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalyses also ques-
tions the role of the EWF in maintaining the MJO. How-
ever, the plots in Sperber et al. (1997) suggest an as-
sociation of evaporation and planetary boundary layer
(PBL) moist static energy that might be quite compatible
with the EWF. Clearly, more sophisticated theory is
needed to guide observational tests.

Various studies also suggest that the extratropics may
influence tropical intraseasonal variance. Liebmann and
Hartmann’s (1984) midlatitude–Tropics wintertime cor-
relation study suggests tropospheric midlatitude influ-
ence on tropical intraseasonal variability. Analysis by
Hsu et al. (1990) of the tropical intraseasonal variability
during 1985–86 suggests that these events were initiated
by subtropical Rossby wave rains. Ferranti et al.’s
(1990) tests with the ECMWF model also indicate a
link in both directions between the extratropics and
Tropics in that constraining one toward observed states
improves forecasts in the other. Complex empirical or-
thogonal function (EOF) analysis by Anyamba and
Weare (1995) suggests that some of the OLR anomalies
associated with the MJO have origins in the extratropics.
The analysis by Slingo et al. (1996) of intraseasonal
variability in 15 atmospheric GCMs suggests that ac-
curate simulation of intraseasonal variability may re-
quire accurate simulation of interactions between the
Tropics and midlatitudes. Meehl et al. (1996) analyzed
analysis products and Tropical Ocean Global Atmo-
sphere Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Experi-
ment (TOGA COARE) data to conclude that MJO In-
dian Ocean convective activity is connected to a down-
stream wave train through the midlatitudes. Slingo
(1998) examined the influence of extratropical effects
on tropical convection and wave activity on shorter
timescales. Yanai et al.’s (2000) study of TOGA
COARE intensive observing period (IOP) perturbation
kinetic energy (PKE) budgets also suggests MJO inter-
action with midlatitudes.

Stochastic convective forcing has also been suggested
as a possible source of variance for maintaining the
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FIG. 2. Time–longitude plots of equatorial (nonareally weighted spatial mean from 7.58S to 7.58N) daily mean anomalies of divergence
at (a) 250 hPa (contour 5 3 1027 s21) and (b) 850 hPa (contour 2 3 1027 s21) for the control run. Negative anomalies are dotted. Day
1 begins with the second year of the model run; the first year is discarded because of spinup. Jan–Dec is shown. Approximate phase
speed lines for d250 are drawn for summer (5.4 m s21) and winter (14.5 m s21) events.

MJO. GCM studies of tropical intraseasonal variance
use cumulus parameterizations that simulate the mean
effects of subgrid convection but do not explicitly model
the subgrid convective variance (such as those associ-
ated with mesoscale systems). However, there are in-
dications that such small-scale effects could feed back

onto the large scale. Salby and Garcia (1987) found that
a stochastic convective heating source with seasonal
variability included could produce a Kelvin wave that
shows similarities to the observed MJO. Model results
by Yu and Neelin (1994) using ‘‘white noise’’ thermal
forcing (to simulate subgrid convective variance) shows
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FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, except zonal wind anomalies at (a) 250 hPa (contour 1 m s21) and (b) 850 hPa (contour 0.5 m s21) for the
control run are shown.

feedback of spectral power onto low-frequency, low-
wavenumber modes, which suggests that stochastic con-
vective forcing might also help maintain the MJO mode.

Following the early work by Matsuno (1966) [and
later Gill (1980)], studies have been conducted that as-
sume a Kelvin-like MJO circulation is maintained by
an oscillating heat source (e.g., Chang 1977; Hayashi
and Miyahara 1987; Itoh and Nishi 1990). As of yet,

such a heating source has not yet been concretely iden-
tified; Hu and Randall (1994) have suggested that such
a heating source may be ‘‘self-excited’’ through non-
linear interactions between radiation, convection, and
surface heat fluxes, although Brown and Bretherton
(1995) did not find this mechanism to operate in their
own model.

In addition, recent work has included modifications
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2, except OLR anomaly (contour 5 W m22) is
shown for the control run.

to both propagation and maintenance of the MJO due
to interaction with SST (Wang and Xie 1998; Waliser
et al. 1999).

c. The focus of this study

This study analyzes the behavior of a low wave-
number, 20–80-day eastward-propagating feature in an
intermediate-level atmospheric model. This broadband

variability has features suggestive of both moist Kelvin
wave variability and the MJO, as outlined in section 3b.
Accordingly, this study also examines some of the pro-
posed maintenance mechanisms for intraseasonal oscil-
lations and their effects upon the moist-Kelvin/MJO-
like feature produced by the model. Specifically, the
EWF mechanism and the influence of tropospheric ex-
tratropical excitation are investigated. Although the
EWF mechanism has been examined by a variety of
other models, including GCMs, this paper presents a
self-consistent modeling study of the relative impor-
tance of each of these mechanisms in maintaining moist-
Kelvin/MJO-like variance using a model of moderately
realistic complexity. In particular, this study presents a
new way of testing the influence of extratropical exci-
tation by suppressing baroclinic instability.

Section 2 describes the model used in this study. The
moist-Kelvin/MJO-like feature simulated by the model
is described in section 3. Tests of two proposed MJO
maintenance mechanisms are discussed in section 4;
sections 4a and 4b address the effects of the EWF and
midlatitude excitation, respectively. A default hypoth-
esis regarding the relationship between the moist-Kelvin
wave and the MJO is presented in section 5. Discussion
and conclusions are given in section 6. The model ex-
periments described in this study suggest that both the
EWF and tropospheric extratropical excitation play a
role in maintaining intraseasonal variance. Of the two
mechanisms, extratropical excitation provides the great-
er variance to the system in this model.

2. Model and analysis descriptions

The numerical modeling described in this paper uses
the v1.0 (b release) of the Neelin–Zeng Quasi-Equilib-
rium Tropical Circulation Model (QTCM1). This model
is a primitive, equation-based, intermediate-level at-
mospheric model that focuses on simulating the tropical
atmosphere. Being more complicated than a simple
model, the model has full nonlinearity and includes a
radiative–convective feedback package and a simple
land–soil moisture routine (but does not include topog-
raphy). For its convective parameterization, this model
uses the Betts–Miller (1986) moist convective adjust-
ment scheme, which is also used in some GCMs. Model
formulation is described in Neelin and Zeng (2000, here-
after NZ) and model implementation is described in
Zeng et al. (2000, hereafter ZNC). Although NZ is based
upon v2.0 of QTCM1 and ZNC is based on QTCM1
v2.1, most of the key results for climatology and inter-
annual variability also apply to the version used in this
present study (v1.0). Differences are pointed out in the
discussion.

QTCM1 differs from most full-scale GCMs primarily
in how the vertical temperature, humidity, and velocity
structure of the atmosphere is represented. First, instead
of representing the vertical structure by finite-differ-
enced levels, the model uses a Galerkin expansion in
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FIG. 5. Power spectral density (PSD) of equatorial (average 7.58S–7.58N) daily mean anomalies of (a) and (b) 250-hPa zonal wind;
(c) and (d) 850-hPa zonal wind for the control run. PSD as (a) and (c) wavenumber–frequency contour plots; (b) and (d) wavenumber
0–2 slices are shown. Units of (m s21)2. Contour intervals are (a) 10 and (c) 0.5. Standard deviation of PSDs is 10%. See text for details
regarding calculations of PSDs.

the vertical. The vertical basis functions are chosen ac-
cording to analytical solutions under convective quasi-
equilibrium conditions, so only a few need be retained.
Temperature and humidity are each described by sep-
arate vertical basis functions (a1 and b1, respectively).

Low-level variations in the humidity basis are larger
than in the temperature basis. For velocity, QTCM1 uses
a single baroclinic basis function (V1), defined consis-
tently with the temperature basis function, as well as a
barotropic velocity mode (V0). The vertical profiles of
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FIG. 6. PSD of equatorial (average 7.58S–7.58N) daily mean anomalies of OLR for the control run. PSD as (a) wavenumber–frequency
contour plot and (b) wavenumber 0–2 slices are shown. Units of (W m22)2. Contour interval for (a) is 20. Standard deviation of PSDs
is 10%.

FIG. 7. PSD of equatorial (average 7.58S–7.58N) daily mean anomalies of OLR for the control run,
normalized by an estimate of the background PSD. Contour interval is 0.2. Regions with values
higher than 1.1 are shaded. Phase speed lines for 20, 10, and 5 m s21 are shown.
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a1, b1, and V1 are given in Fig. 1. Currently, QTCM1
does not include a separate vertical degree of freedom
describing the PBL.

These modes are chosen to accurately capture deep
convective regions. Outside deep convective regions,
the mode is simply a highly truncated Galerkin repre-
sentation. The system is much more tightly constrained
than a full-scale GCM yet hopefully retains the essential
dynamics and nonlinear feedbacks. The result is that
QTCM1 is easier to diagnose than a GCM and is com-
putationally fast (about 8 min yr21 on a Sun Ultra 2
workstation). Zeng et al. (2000) show results indicating
that this intermediate-level model does a reasonable job
simulating tropical climatology and ENSO variability.

Runs 46 yr in length (each year consisting of 12 30-
day months) are conducted using climatological sea sur-
face temperature (SST) as the lower boundary forcing.
The SST used is from the Reynolds (1988) blended
dataset. The first year of simulation is discarded to re-
move any residual spinup.

The time–longitude, spectral density, and spatial plots
in this paper are based on anomalies that are calculated
at each grid point by removing daily deviations (from
daily means) from a spline fit to the monthly climatology
over the 45-yr analysis period. No detrending is applied.
For the lag-correlation maps (described in section 3),
the anomalies used are based upon only the first 5 yr
of the analysis period (daily mean data). The power
spectral density (PSD) estimates described in this study
use a Hanning window to control frequency leakage and
the ‘‘summing’’ method (Press et al. 1989, 465–466),
with a nonoverlapping bin group size of K 5 101, to
control the estimate error. Such binning yields a PSD
standard deviation of 10%. Bandwidth for this bin group
size is 0.006 23 day21. In the PSD plots, the lowest
frequency that should be interpreted physically is thus
160 days. There is no binning in wavenumber. Wave-
number bandwidth is 1; wavenumber space is decom-
posed into integral wavenumbers.

3. Intraseasonal variability in QTCM1

a. Time–longitude evolution

The QTCM1 produces a number of interesting trop-
ical features at an intraseasonal timescale. Figures 2 and
3 show time–longitude plots of equatorial (nonareally
weighted spatial mean from 7.58S to 7.58N) daily mean
upper- (250 hPa) and lower-level (850 hPa) divergence
and zonal wind anomalies for a single year from the
control run. Figure 4 shows the time–longitude plot for
OLR anomalies. Eastward propagating intraseasonal
signals are seen in these fields.

The nature of the signal differs depending on the field.
Lower-level (850 hPa) zonal wind anomalies (Fig. 3b)
show evidence of a globally propagating signal with
phase speeds varying from a low of approximately 6 m
s21 during northern autumn to a high of about 20 m s21

during northern spring. Additionally, during northern
summer and autumn, the phase speeds vary longitudi-
nally, with lower speeds (about 6 m s21) in the region
of higher climatological convection from the Indian
Ocean to Indonesia and the western Pacific (approxi-
mately 08–1808) and higher speeds (about 12 m s21)
from the eastern Pacific across to the Atlantic, where
there is less climatological convection. During northern
winter and spring, phase speeds appear constant across
all longitudes.

In contrast, 250-hPa zonal wind anomalies (Fig. 3a)
do not show an oscillation propagating to the same glob-
al extent. Northern winter anomalies begin around the
Indian Ocean but are then stopped before they reach the
date line. Besides sporadic eastward-propagating fea-
tures such as these, much of the domain appears to be
filled with less coherent variability. Although many ex-
amples can be found of 250-hPa zonal wind anomalies
in anticorrelation with their 850-hPa counterparts, there
are many cases where differing phase speeds appear to
occur. Since the divergent part of the upper-level wind
(Fig. 2a) is in clear anticorrelation with lower levels,
this essentially indicates that other variability is also
present. Faster phase speeds (.10 m s21) are more or
less confined to November–January. Both the 850- and
250-hPa zonal wind anomalies are weakest in August
and September.

The highest magnitudes of OLR anomalies (Fig. 4)
occur over the Indian Ocean. The anomalies propagate
eastward, stopping at around the date line, as is con-
sistent with observations. Northern summer and autumn
show the greatest activity. The signal during these sea-
sons is also the most regular. The phase speed for the
OLR anomaly ranges from approximately 5 to 10 m s21.
Upper- and lower-level divergence anomalies (Fig. 2)
mirror the OLR anomalies, with the appropriate phase
shift of a half-cycle between 250 and 850 hPa.

The phase speeds calculated from the time–longitude
plots can be compared to values calculated analytically
from a linearization of the model analysis under a con-
vective quasi-equilibrium approximation (Neelin and
Yu 1994; Yu and Neelin 1994; Neelin 1997). In this
analytical solution, the mean zonal wind is included,
assuming slow meridional variation. Damping terms are
neglected, so the baroclinic mode separates from the
barotropic mode. EWF is also neglected. In this case,
the phase speed c is set by the gross moist stability M1,
modified by advection:

1/2
kM1 2 2c 5 u 1 h u 1 1 h u (1)0 a 1 d 1[ ]â 1 b̂1 1

where

31 ^V & ^a V & 1 ^b V &1 1 1 1 1h 5 1a 2[ ]2 ^V & â 1 b̂1 1 1

31 ^V & ^a V & 1 ^b V &1 1 1 1 1h 5 2 .d 2[ ]2 ^V & â 1 b̂1 1 1
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FIG. 8. Cross-correlation maps between OLR anomaly (spatial average of grid points in the region bounded by 78.758–908E and 3.758S–
3.758N, as shown by the dashed-dot box), and 850-hPa zonal wind (u850) anomaly (throughout the model domain). Lag correlation is formed
between OLR(t) and u850(t 1 lag). Positive (negative) correlations imply enhanced convection is associated with easterly (westerly) zonal
wind anomalies. Correlations meeting the 95% confidence level are shaded. Contour interval is 0.1.

The operators ^ & 5 [ D ( ) dp denote verticalpt21(̂ ) p #T ps

averaging over the troposphere, from the surface ( ps)
to the tropopause ( pt), where pT 5 ps 2 pt . The var-
iable ha is a factor associated with the average of mo-
mentum equation, temperature equation, and moisture
equation advection by baroclinic zonal mean wind,
while hd is a factor associated with the difference of

advection in the momentum equation, with advection
in the temperature and moisture equations. From the
values given in NZ (Table 1), ha ø 0.1 and hd ø 0.1.
The variables â1 and b̂1 are the vertical averages of the
temperature and moisture basis functions, respectively,
and k (50.286) is the ratio of the gas constant for air
to the specific heat of air at constant pressure. Damping
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FIG. 8. (Continued)

effects would tend to decrease the phase speed. A typ-
ical value of the gross moist stability of the model in
equatorial convective regions is 1.08 3 103 J kg21 and
is relatively constant with season. For these values, (1)
suggests a phase speed of approximately 19 m s21 , if
advection were ignored, and roughly 4–18 m s21 when
advection is included. The variations in phase speed
with the seasonal cycle in the model appear consistent
with the effects of advection, as estimated from (1) as
a function of season. The barotropic mean wind u 0

provides the larger contribution, but the hau 1 contri-
bution of the baroclinic mean wind is also quite sig-
nificant.

b. Spectral analysis

Figures 5 and 6 show the spectral analysis of the 250-
and 850-hPa zonal wind anomalies and OLR anomalies
for this control run. Slanted lines on the wavenumber–
frequency plots in these figures represent phase velocity
values of 5, 10, 20, and 30 m s21. The 850-hPa zonal
wind spectra indicates that the intraseasonal signal is
predominantly wavenumber 1 in structure, with a peak
period of approximately 20–80 days (Figs. 5c and 5d).

On the other hand, the 250-hPa zonal wind spectra
shows peak power in the wavenumber-0 mode, with a
period of about 160 days. OLR shows noticeable
amounts of spectral power both at low and higher wave-
numbers (3–7). In comparison to the zonal wind spectra,
the OLR power is less concentrated. The peak at wave-
number 1 appears to be the highest, with a period of
about 50 days. The wavenumber-0 peak has approxi-
mately the same period as the wavenumber-1 peak.

Following the method used by WK, Fig. 7 shows the
OLR PSD presented in Fig. 6a, normalized by an es-
timate of background PSD. The background PSD is es-
timated by applying a 1–1–1 filter in frequency and
wavenumber to the OLR PSD. The smoothing is applied
10 times to all frequencies; for frequencies above 0.125
day21, smoothing is applied an additional 50 times. In
the similar figure in WK (their figure 3b), values above
1.1 are taken to indicate significance at the 95% level,
assuming 500 degrees of freedom (DOF); these values
are shaded. If similar assumptions were used for DOF,
our spectra estimates would pass significance tests at a
similar level, since our effective bandwidth is much
smaller than that of WK’s, but we use a much longer
time series (45 yr vs approximately 18 yr in WK). Thus,
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FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, except cross-correlation maps between OLR anomaly (spatial average of grid points in the region shown by the
dashed-dot box) and 250-hPa zonal wind (u250) anomaly (throughout the model domain) are shown. Lag correlation is formed between
OLR(t) and u250(t 1 lag). Positive (negative) correlations imply that enhanced convection is associated with easterly (westerly) zonal wind
anomalies. Contour interval is 0.1.

we also shade values above 1.1 in our Fig. 7 (although
our contour interval differs from that used in WK’s Fig.
3b). Other differences in our analysis methodology in-
clude the following: 1) our PSD is computed using OLR
values averaged between 7.58S and 7.58N while their
PSD is the sum of independently calculated OLR PSD
computed for each latitude band between 158S and 158N

from a 2.58 gridded dataset; 2) our background spectrum
is computed slightly differently, in terms of both the
filter used (1–1–1) and the number of passes it is applied.

WK’s Fig. 3b shows an enhancement of spectral pow-
er in OLR in a curve with dispersion characteristics
similar to those predicted by linear equatorial Kelvin
wave theory but with phase speeds consistent with a
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FIG. 9. (Continued)

moist Kelvin wave. As frequency and wavenumber in-
crease, the apparent phase speed for the maximum of
the spectral enhancement slows from approximately 22
m s21 at wavenumber 2 to 16 m s21 at wavenumber 6,
although a considerable spread is found at each wave-
number. At wavenumber 1, this moist Kelvin wave over-
laps with the region WK have associated with the MJO.
At other wavenumbers, WK’s MJO mode shows dis-
persion characteristics quite unlike those predicted by
linear equatorial wave theory. In particular, this MJO
signal shows significant spectral power at a broad range
of eastward zonal wavelengths, at a near-constant period
(about 30–60 days).

The OLR signal produced by the QTCM1 (Fig. 7)
shows similar features. The moist Kelvin wave simu-
lated by QTCM1 is only slightly less dispersive than
that seen in WK, although the QTCM1 simulation does
split in wavenumber, something not seen in WK’s anal-
ysis. The wavenumber-1 Kelvin wave PSD is extended
to higher wavenumbers at the same period, similar to
the behavior shown by WK for the MJO band. This
simulated MJO band extends to higher wavenumbers
than WK’s. Nonetheless, the model appears to have
qualitative counterparts to the features noted by WK,

including the distinction, as frequency and wavenumber
increase, between moist Kelvin waves and the extension
of MJO variability into higher wavenumbers.

c. Lag-correlation structure

Lag-correlation plots for OLR anomaly (in the region
bounded by 78.758–908E and 3.758S–3.758N) versus
lower- and upper-level zonal wind anomaly and evap-
oration anomaly (throughout the model domain) are giv-
en in Figs. 8, 9, and 10, respectively. The domain of
the OLR reference time series (hereafter ‘‘reference re-
gion’’) is chosen to match Salby and Hendon’s (1994)
finding that the largest convection signal is located on
the equator at 848E. For the QTCM1 simulation, spectral
analysis of the spatial mean (nonareally weighted) in
this reference region shows peak power at a period of
approximately 15–25 days (not shown). This lag-cor-
relation analysis is similar to the lag-regression analysis
of Hendon and Salby (1994). However, Hendon and
Salby bandpass-filter their data to retain eastward pe-
riods of 35–95 days and spatially filter their data to
retain wavenumbers 1–3, whereas the lag correlations
shown in this current study do not. Because negative
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 8, except cross-correlation maps between OLR anomaly (spatial average of grid points in the region shown by the
dashed-dot box) and evaporation anomaly (throughout the model domain) are shown. Lag correlation is formed between OLR(t) and
evaporation(t 1 lag). Positive (negative) correlations imply enhanced convection is associated with negative (positive) evaporation anomalies.
Contour interval is 0.1.

OLR anomalies imply enhanced convection, positive
correlations between OLR and zonal wind imply that
enhanced convection is associated with negative (i.e.,
easterly) zonal wind anomalies, while negative corre-
lations imply that enhanced convection is associated
with positive (i.e., westerly) zonal wind anomalies. Pos-
itive correlations between OLR and evaporation anom-

aly imply that enhanced convection is associated with
suppressed evaporation, while negative correlations im-
ply that enhanced convection is associated with en-
hanced evaporation.

Cross correlations significantly different from zero at
the 95% confidence level are shaded. Significance is
calculated using a one-sided Student’s t-test (Brooks and
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FIG. 10. (Continued)

Carruthers 1953, p. 220) and an effective degree of free-
dom (EDOF) given by EDOF 5 NDt/t , where N is the
number of Dt output time intervals and t is an estimate
of the ‘‘effective time between independent samples,’’
based upon autocorrelations of each of the cross-cor-
related fields (Livezey and Chen 1983). For all cross-
correlation plots, N 5 1800 and Dt 5 1 day. These
correlation maps utilize anomalies that are calculated
by removing daily deviations from a spline fit to the
monthly climatology over a 5-yr analysis period versus
a 45-yr period as in the case of the time–longitude and
spectral density plots. Depending on the case, t varies
from a maximum of 3.4–2.8 days to a minimum of about
2.1 days. Thus, EDOF varies from a minimum of ap-
proximately 530–640 to a maximum of about 850–870.
In addition, the patterns for the lag-correlation plots
discussed (i.e., lags from 215 to 115 days) all meet
the 95% pattern confidence level, assuming spatial in-
dependence (see Livezey and Chen 1983).

The lag-correlation maps for OLR versus 850-hPa
zonal wind (Fig. 8) show an equatorial wavenumber-1
feature extending throughout the lags shown (as well as
lag 5 215 days, which is not shown). At lag 5 210
days, the easterly zonal wind anomaly phase of the equa-

torial wave spans the Indian and western Pacific Oceans
while the westerly phase lies over the eastern Pacific
and Atlantic Oceans. Over time, this wavenumber-1 fea-
ture propagates eastward. At lag 5 0 days (Fig. 8c), the
feature is positioned so that there is lower-level zonal
wind convergence into the region of enhanced convec-
tion, with easterly winds to the east of the OLR reference
region and westerly winds to the west of the reference
region. The pattern continues to propagate eastward un-
til lag 5 110 days (Fig. 8e), when the westerly zonal
wind anomaly phase is centered over New Guinea. By
lag 5 115 days (not shown), the wavenumber-1 signal
is no longer observed.

Besides being eastward propagating, this wave-
number-1 feature also shows atmospheric moist Kelvin
wave structure; it is zonally elongated with a meridional
extent on the order of the Rossby deformation radius.
However, the pattern of the feature is more complicated
than a moist Kelvin wave. In particular, there appear to
be correlations with extratropical features that have
scales on the order of the midlatitude deformation ra-
dius. If the pattern was decomposed into meridional
structures associated with equatorial waves, there would
be Rossby wave components coupled to the moist
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FIG. 11. Examples from the analysis year 1 Jan moist-Kelvin/MJO-like event (analysis year 1 is year 2 of the run; year 1 of the
run was discarded as spinup). OLR (contours) and 850-hPa wind (vectors) anomalies are shown for (a) day 1 (1 Jan) and (b) day
6 (6 Jan). The time–longitude counterparts for the OLR and 850-hPa zonal wind are Figs. 4 and 3b, respectively. Negative OLR
anomalies are dotted. The wind is displayed using a magnitude scaling that is a function of latitude, as described by (2). The scaling
vector given in the lower right-hand corner is in m s21 and applies to winds at the equator. Wind arrows are centered at each grid
point. Arrows less than approximately 1/5 of a grid box in length are shown as dots. OLR contours are plotted at 280, 240, 210,
0, 10, and 40 W m22 .

Kelvin wave. The phasing of wind and OLR anomalies
appears to be more like a moist Kelvin wave than similar
figures in Hendon and Salby (1994), but their data were
filtered to low wavenumbers and frequencies while Figs.
8 and 9 are not.

Like the OLR–850-hPa zonal wind cross correlations
(Fig. 8), the OLR–250-hPa zonal wind cross correlations
(Fig. 9) show an equatorial eastward-propagating wave-
number-1 feature. However, the OLR–250-hPa zonal
wind cross correlations (Fig. 9) are not mirrored repro-
ductions of the lower-level correlations but instead ex-
hibit noticeably different behavior. First, the clear wave-
number-1 pattern that is observed in the OLR–850-hPa
zonal wind correlations (Fig. 8) tends to be broken up
in the 250-hPa case by additional patterns. The spatial
extents of the eastward and westward phases of the up-
per-level maps are not as coherent, a feature most clearly
seen when comparing the correlation maps at lag 5 210
days (Figs. 9a and 8a) and lag 5 25 days (Figs. 9b and
8b). However, here too, as in the lower-level case, there

are significant correlations between the OLR reference
zone and zonal winds in the midlatitudes.

Lag-correlation maps are also plotted for the OLR
anomaly versus the evaporation anomaly (Fig. 10). As
with the OLR–zonal wind correlation maps, the evap-
oration correlation maps show evidence of a wave-
number 1, eastward-propagating feature. However, the
evaporation response to convective heating in the OLR
reference region is more complicated than the simplest
EWF formulation would suggest. First, while the evap-
oration response is zonally elongated, the extratropics
also show statistically significant evaporation respons-
es, presumably the evaporation signature of other mid-
latitude correlations. However, while the evaporation
correlation patterns qualitatively resemble the lower-
level wind anomaly patterns, taking into account the
spatial variation in climatological winds (easterlies
over the Pacific, weak winds in the Indonesian region,
and westerlies over the Indian Ocean), and while the
lower-level winds behave generally like a Kelvin wave,
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FIG. 12. As in Fig. 3, except the EWF is removed. Zonal wind anomaly is shown at (a) 250 hPa (contour 1 m s21) and (b) 850 hPa
(contour 0.5 m s21).

the evaporation pattern is not entirely what one would
expect based on the simplest EWF theory. For instance,
at lag 5 210 days (Fig. 10a), enhanced convection is
associated with enhanced equatorial evaporation im-
mediately east of the OLR reference region and sup-
pressed equatorial evaporation immediately west of the
reference region. However, at lag 5 25 days (Fig.
10b), enhanced convection is associated with sup-

pressed evaporation both immediately east and west of
the reference region. And at lag 5 0 days and lag 5
15 days (Figs. 10c and 10d), the correlation signs tend
to be opposite those at lag 5 210 days, with enhanced
convection in the OLR reference region being asso-
ciated with suppressed evaporation to the east and en-
hanced evaporation to the west (as has been seen in
observations).
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FIG. 13. As in Fig. 4, except OLR anomaly (contour 5 W m22) is
shown for the EWF removed.

d. Examples of synoptic structure

To help paint a rough picture of the interaction be-
tween the extratropics and Tropics in this model, plots
for days 1 (1 January) and 6 (6 January) of the first
year of the 45-yr analysis period are given in Figs. 11a
and 11b, respectively. OLR and 850-hPa wind anom-
alies (deviations from the 45-yr climatology) are shown.
These plots serve as examples of particular days in a

moist-Kelvin/MJO-like event corresponding to the ex-
tended eastward-propagating intraseasonal signal seen
during most of January (days 0–30) in the time–lon-
gitude plots for OLR and 850-hPa zonal wind (Figs. 3b
and 4). Because tropical wind anomalies are much
weaker than their extratropical counterparts, the lengths
of the wind vectors shown in Fig. 11 are scaled by a
factor F(f ), which is Gaussian in latitude f :

A 2 22(1/2)f /sF (f) 5 e 1 B, (2)
sÏ2p

where s 5 10 deg, A 5 250, and B 5 1. This scaling
factor accentuates vector lengths for latitudes between
approximately 308S and 308N, with a maximum factor
(of about 11) applied to winds at the equator, falling off
to a minimum factor of about 1 for latitudes beyond
308S and 308N.

Extratropical disturbances in this model tend to have
a preferred wavenumber, on the order of wavenumber
8, and are centered at around 308N and 308S. Intermit-
tently, tails from these storms reach down into the Trop-
ics. The simulated storms have a qualitatively realistic
seasonal dependence, with stronger disturbances in the
Southern Hemisphere during southern winter and stron-
ger Northern Hemispheric storms during northern win-
ter. However, these simulated midlatitude disturbances
are more regular than observed, often moving as a co-
herent wave packet of several successive storms, as they
propagate eastward around the globe. In addition, the
model’s midlatitude disturbances have more intense pre-
cipitation than observed, although the zonal wind var-
iance is roughly half that of the observed. In the time
slices shown, negative OLR anomalies correspond to
heightened storm activity.

Figure 11a shows a situation with reasonably little
interaction between the Tropics and extratropics over
the sector 08–1208E. Tropical wind anomalies are pre-
dominantly zonal and low wavenumber, as consistent
with the MJO. Over most of the domain, winds gen-
erated by midlatitude storms do not show pronounced
entry into the Tropics. Likewise, the OLR anomalies
associated with the extratropical disturbances remain
mostly outside of the Tropics. In contrast, on day 6 (Fig.
11b), the winds associated with the extratropical dis-
turbances intrude noticeably into the Tropics, and OLR
anomalies also extend down into the Tropics; however,
while these extratropical disturbances vary on a fairly
short timescale, the tropical anomalies appear to vary
more slowly. In both Figs. 11a and 11b, the equatorial
winds retain a global structure, with easterlies extending
westward from the Pacific warm pool to South America
and westerlies east of the warm pool to South America.
Even when extratropical influence is occurring, one can
distinguish the moist-Kelvin/MJO-like pattern and east-
ward propagation of this global structure.

Figures 11a and 11b illustrate that the interaction be-
tween the extratropics and Tropics is complicated, with
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FIG. 14. As in Fig. 5, except the EWF is removed. PSD as wavenumber–frequency contour plots and wavenumber 0–2 slices are
shown. (a) and (b) show 250-hPa zonal wind, and (c) and (d) show 850-hPa zonal wind. Units of (m s21)2. Contour intervals are (a) 10
and (c) 0.5. Standard deviation of PSDs is 10%.

no readily apparent simple explanation. Other time slic-
es (not shown) tell a similar story, where extratropical
interaction with the Tropics is aperiodic and intermittent
and where the Tropics and extratropical disturbances
evolve on different timescales and spatial scales.

e. Summary of control run features

In several aspects, the QTCM1 simulated moist-
Kelvin/MJO-like oscillation reproduces features found
in the observed intraseasonal oscillation. First, the mod-
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FIG. 15. As in Fig. 6, except PSD for the EWF removed is shown. Units of (W m22)2. Contour interval for (a) is 20. Standard
deviation of PSDs is 10%.

el oscillation exhibits a variable phase speed, both tem-
porally and spatially. In addition, the propagating con-
vective feature simulated by the model is confined to
the Eastern Hemisphere. Upper- and lower-level zonal
wind anomalies, while exhibiting different behavior, are
approximately out of phase with each other. Lower-level
zonal wind anomalies show cases of phase speed chang-
ing with longitude, with lower phase speeds in the In-
dian Ocean and western Pacific and higher phase speeds
in the central and eastern Pacific. Seasonality of the
amplitude of the oscillation, as measured by upper-level
zonal wind variance, also shows similarity to obser-
vations (Madden and Julian 1994). Frequency-wave-
number analysis of OLR spectra shows moist Kelvin
and MJO structure similar to that found in observations
(WK). In particular, QTCM1-simulated OLR also shows
levels of spectral power significantly greater than back-
ground power at several wavenumbers in the MJO fre-
quency band. In section 5, a preliminary hypothesis is
presented to explain this feature of the MJO.

However, while the phase speed and period of the
model-simulated intraseasonal oscillation are generally
reasonable, the phase speed of the zonal wind (partic-
ularly lower-level zonal wind) appears too fast. In the
upper-level zonal winds, there is apparently a great deal
of variance associated with non-MJO timescale phe-
nomena, which yields larger variance than expected at
low frequency and wavenumber 0. The magnitude of
this (the extra variance at upper levels) actually makes

the moist-Kelvin/MJO-like signal easier to diagnose in
the lower-level winds, unlike observations where the
upper-level signal is often clearer. Finally, the magni-
tude of the anomalies is generally lower than that given
in observational studies (e.g., Knutson and Weickmann
1987; Hsu et al. 1990). All in all, considering that the
model includes only two vertical wind structures, it is
interesting that the simulated intraseasonal variability is
so complex.

The OLR–zonal wind and OLR–evaporation lag-
correlation maps also show an oscillation with features
similar to the observed MJO: equatorial, eastward-
propagating, zonally elongated, and predominantly
wavenumber 1. The structure of these lag-correlation
maps also suggest possible insights into the tropical
dynamics and behavior of moist Kelvin waves and/or
the MJO. First, for both of the OLR–zonal wind lag-
correlation maps as well as the OLR-evaporation maps,
there is a greater area of statistically significant cor-
relations at negative lags as compared to positive lags.
This suggests the zonal circulation and evaporation in-
fluences future convection more than convection influ-
ences the zonal circulation and evaporation, although
not conclusively so. Second, we speculate that the dif-
ferences between the OLR lag correlations with lower-
and upper-level zonal wind might be due to the re-
duction in easterlies aloft. This would enable midlat-
itude Rossby wave variance to more easily penetrate
equatorward at upper levels. Finally, the presence of
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FIG. 16. As in Fig. 3, except extratropical excitation is removed. Zonal wind anomaly is shown at (a) 250 hPa (contour 1 m s21) and
(b) 850 hPa (contour 0.5 m s21).

statistically significant correlations between the trop-
ical OLR reference region and extratropical zonal wind
(particularly for negative and contemporaneous lags)
suggests that the extratropics may play a role in main-
taining the model intraseasonal oscillation. The pres-
ence of OLR–evaporation correlations raises the ques-
tion of what role the EWF may play in maintaining
intraseasonal variance. However, the relationship ap-

pears so complex that it is not obvious what the precise
EWF role is (i.e., maintaining, damping, or modifying).
Fortunately, modeling experiments can help determine
the EWF role. Such numerical experiments, investi-
gating the effects of the evaporation–wind feedback
and extratropical excitation on the QTCM1 simulated
intraseasonal oscillation, are examined in sections 4a
and 4b, respectively.
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4. Model tests of proposed intraseasonal oscillation
maintenance mechanisms

This study examines two specific proposed mainte-
nance mechanisms for intraseasonal variability: evap-
oration–wind feedback (EWF) and extratropical exci-
tation. Evaporation is commonly parameterized by a
bulk-aerodynamic formula. QTCM1 also uses such a
parameterization (NZ) given by

E 5 raircpCDVs(qsat 2 qrs 2 b1sq1), (3)

where rair is the density of air, cp is the specific heat at
constant pressure, and CD is the drag coefficient. Var-
iables qsat, qrs , q1 are the saturation humidity, a ‘‘ref-
erence profile’’ humidity, and the baroclinic mode mois-
ture, respectively, all at the surface. Parameter b1s is the
surface value of the Galerkin expansion coefficient for
the baroclinic-mode moisture. For a further description
of the reference profiles as well as the Galerkin expan-
sion coefficients, see NZ. The surface wind speed Vs is
parameterized in this model version for the purposes of
calculating evaporation as u2 1 y 2 at 900 hPa, bound-Ï
ed by a minimum (4 m s21) and a maximum (8 m s21)
value. The minimum evaporation wind speed is provid-
ed to simulate the evaporation that exists in a grid box
even when the winds calculated at the grid points are
zero. This differs slightly from the revised model ver-
sion of ZNC.

In the EWF scenario (Emanuel 1987; Neelin et al.
1987), surface wind anomalies induced by atmospheric
heating create anomalous evaporation, which, if in suit-
able phase with the disturbance, enhance the convection,
assisting in maintenance of the disturbance. To remove
the effect of the EWF, Vs in (3) is replaced with a value
constant in time (though still varying in space). In the
tests described in section 4a, evaporation is calculated
with mean wind magnitudes computed from a three-
year QTCM1 run forced by seasonal SSTs. This analysis
of the effects of the EWF does not account for seasonal
changes in wind.

In this study, we use what we believe is a new tech-
nique to remove the effects of extratropical disturbances
by replacing the effects of temperature advection with
its annual mean value. This suppresses baroclinic in-
stability, since perturbation advection of mean temper-
ature gradients provides the energy source for such in-
stability. The temperature equation solved by QTCM1
is the temperature associated with the first baroclinic
mode (T1) and is given by (NZ)

* RSHâ (] 1 D )T 1 M = · v 5 e (q 2 T ) 1 F ,1 t T1 1 S1 1 c 1 1

where a1 is the Galerkin expansion coefficient for the
baroclinic mode for temperature, is inversely pro-e*c
portional to the convective timescale t c, v1 is the hor-
izontal velocity vector, MS1 is the contribution of the
dry stability to the gross moist stability, and F RSH in-
cludes longwave radiation flux components, sensible
heat flux at the surface, and shortwave fluxes at the

surface and top of atmosphere. Again, the operator (̂ )
denotes vertical averaging over the troposphere. The
variable DT1 includes the horizontal advection-related
terms. These horizontal advection terms will be referred
to as advT1 in this paper. Since

pt

T · a (p) dpE 1

ps

T 5 .1 pt

a (p) dpE 1

ps

Then, advection projected onto T1 (advT1) is

pt

v(p) · =T(p)a (p) dpE 1

ps

advT1 5 2 .
pt

a (p) dpE 1

ps

To remove the effects of baroclinic temperature advec-
tion, advT1 is not allowed to vary in time but instead
is set to its three-year mean value from a control run,
that is, advT1 [ (advT1)control. This is done to retain
the average effect of transient eddy heat transport so the
climatology does not change dramatically. As in the case
with turning off the EWF, the effects of seasonal changes
in advT1 are not accounted for. The direct effects of the
v · =T terms tend to be small in the Tropics, and indeed
most non-GCM models of the Tropics neglect these
terms.

The following cases are simulated: 1) a control run,
using the standard version of QTCM1 v1.0, with evap-
oration–wind feedback and extratropical disturbances
included; 2) evaporation–wind feedback turned off; 3)
extratropical disturbances turned off; and 4) both the
EWF and extratropical disturbances turned off. Among
all the above cases, a comparison of monthly mean val-
ues for January and July indicated no great difference
in the simulated climatology (not shown). However, for
cases 2 and 4, the magnitude and extent of the Southern
Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ) increased noticeably
during January.

a. Effect of evaporation–wind feedback

When the EWF is turned off, equatorial anomaly in-
tensities in upper- and lower-level zonal wind and OLR
generally decrease. Figure 12 shows the time–longitude
plot for upper-level and lower-level zonal wind anomaly
for the case of the EWF removed (EWF off ). Figure 13
shows the OLR anomaly for the EWF-off case. Overall,
zonal wind and OLR anomalies weaken at all longi-
tudes. This is most noticeable for June–August (JJA)
and September–November (SON). However, one inter-
esting local effect is that February OLR anomalies in
the western Pacific intensify.

When the EWF is removed, the phase speed of OLR
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FIG. 17. As in Fig. 4, except for OLR anomaly (contour 5 W m22)
for extratropical excitation is removed.

anomalies (Fig. 13) drops slightly. This effect is more
pronounced during JJA and SON than December–Feb-
ruary (DJF). This appears to be true both east and west
of the date line. The removal of the EWF also appears
to degrade the coherency of phase speed in certain re-
gions during these months. In particular, it is harder to
identify a propagating signal east of the date line. For
the zonal wind anomalies (Fig. 12), the removal of the
EWF does not seem to change phase speed much for
either 250- or 850-hPa winds (for times when phase
speeds can be identified). An apparent emphasis on low-
er-frequency oscillations may be noted, sometimes with
eastward propagation.

In spectral power (Fig. 14), removing the EWF has
selected effects on the frequency distribution of power.
For upper-level zonal wind, power in the 20–40-day
band drops to approximately half of its control run value
(Fig. 5). There is also a 50% decrease in westward power
for periods greater than about 100 days. In lower-level
zonal wind, the 20–40-day spectral peaks in the wave-
number-1 component decrease by more than 50% when
the EWF is removed; at the same time, an eastward-
propagating peak with a period of about 160 days
emerges, with a magnitude approximately one-third
higher than in the EWF case (Figs. 14c and 14d).

For OLR, turning off the EWF changes spectral pow-
er in several ways (Fig. 15). First, the peak spectral
density (at low frequency, low wavenumber) decreases
by about 20%. Overall, spectral power is reduced with
the removal of the EWF, although a curious wavenumber
6–7, approximately 15-day peak, appears. The wave-
number-1 peak is shifted from its EWF period of ap-
proximately 50 days to a period of about 80 days.
Viewed from the power spectra, the effect of removing
the EWF appears dramatic.

b. The effect of extratropical excitation

The suppression of extratropical excitation substan-
tially decreases the magnitude of the zonal wind and
OLR anomalies (Figs. 16 and 17, respectively) even
more severely than with the removal of the EWF. For
250- and 850-hPa zonal wind, the degree of decrease
is such that July–October anomalies are virtually elim-
inated. During May–June, some small-amplitude, east-
ward-propagating variability may still be seen at 250
hPa. In OLR, most anomalies are so reduced by the
removal of extratropical excitation that they are almost
not seen at the same contour interval as Fig. 3. Zonal
wind phase speeds are roughly unchanged compared to
the control run, perhaps with some slowing. For in-
stance, in 250-hPa zonal wind, phase speed shows a
pronounced slowing east of the date line from March
to August.

When extratropical excitation is suppressed, the east-
ward-propagating signal in lower-level zonal wind spec-
tral power (Figs. 18c,d) is severely reduced at low wave-
numbers and intraseasonal frequencies. In upper-level

zonal wind (Figs. 18a,b), the decrease in overall power
is not as severe. While power for periods shorter than
approximately 40 days at wavenumber 1 is almost elim-
inated, at around 80 days, wavenumber 1 retains about
half of the peak power as compared to the control run.
In OLR (Fig. 19), wavenumber-1 spectral power is
roughly an order of magnitude smaller. The main peak
for OLR spectra is at wavenumber 2, at a period of
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FIG. 18. As in Fig. 5, except extratropical excitation is removed. PSD as wavenumber-frequency contour plots and wavenumber 0–2
slices are shown. (a) an (b) 250-hPa zonal wind; and (c) and (d) 850-hPa zonal wind. Units of (m s21)2. Contour intervals are (a) 10
and (c) 0.5. Standard deviation of PSDs is 10%.

about 13 days. However, its magnitude is only about
half that of the peak power for the control run.

Interestingly, the spectral power plots also show ev-
idence of some other phenomena in both upper- and
lower-level zonal winds at wavenumber 0, which re-

mains even when extratropical excitation is removed.
For lower-level zonal wind (Figs. 18c,d), wavenumber
0 retains about half of the power (at a period of 53 days)
found when extratropical excitation is retained. With
upper-level zonal wind (Figs. 18a,b), around half the
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FIG. 19. As in Fig. 6, except PSD for extratropical excitation removed is shown. Units of (W m22)2. Contour interval for (a) is 20.
Standard deviation of PSDs is 10%.

power is retained (at a period of about 160 days). This
retention of wavenumber 0 power does not appear to
hold true for OLR. Although the cause of this wave-
number-0 standing oscillation is unknown, one hypoth-
esis is that it is associated with nonlinear symmetric
instability (Zhao and Ghil 1991).

When both the EWF and extratropical excitation are
removed, the equatorial zonal wind anomalies (Fig. 20)
are suppressed even more than in either of the cases
where only one mechanism is removed. For 850-hPa
zonal wind, it becomes difficult to find a propagating
signal in all months of the year. If the time–longitude
plot uses a smaller contour interval (not shown), a small
equatorial signal can be detected; however, it is sporadic
in time and space (e.g., there is a signal between 608
and 1208E longitude, only during DJF). For 250-hPa
zonal wind, some anomalies remain, most notably the
slower phase speed disturbances east of the date line
during April–June, though otherwise anomalies are
small. Similarly, OLR anomalies (Fig. 21) also decrease
in magnitude. The removal of the EWF and extratropical
excitation also appears to decrease OLR phase speed
even during DJF.

The removal of both the EWF and extratropical ex-
citation produces upper- and lower-level zonal wind
power spectral density similar to that for the case of
removing only extratropical excitation for eastward-
propagating components at wavenumber 1 (Fig. 22). For
OLR (Fig. 23), spectral power is essentially removed at
most wavenumbers and frequencies. The wavenumber-0

component of the upper-level zonal wind continues to
retain noticeable spectral power. For the lower-level
zonal wind, the spectral power at wavenumber 0 does
not appear very important.

5. A hypothesis regarding the relationship of the
MJO to the moist Kelvin wave

In the introduction (section 1b), we reviewed WK’s
discussion of possible distinctions between the MJO and
the moist Kelvin wave. The main feature, as we read
their plots, is that the peaks of enhanced PSD associated
with each are the same or overlap at wavenumber 1,
but the MJO peak extends across several wavenumbers
in a fixed spectral band (30–60 days) while the moist
Kelvin wave extends almost nondispersively to higher
frequencies with wavenumber.

An analog to this behavior is apparently seen in this
model (see Fig. 7 and discussion in section 3b). Since
this model includes various physical processes (e.g.,
cloud radiative interactions, etc.), it is possible that the
MJO-like variance in this model could be a distinct
phenomena maintained by different processes from the
moist Kelvin wave. However, we find in our experi-
ments that both tend to be suppressed at the same time
when midlatitude variability is artificially suppressed.
To explain the WK-type distinction between the moist
Kelvin wave and the MJO, at least in this model, we
hypothesize that the spread of variance at MJO fre-
quencies across various wavenumbers is due to inter-
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FIG. 20. As in Fig. 3, except both the EWF and extratropical excitation are removed. Zonal wind anomaly is shown at (a) 250 hPa
(contour 1 m s21) and (b) 850 hPa (contour 0.5 m s21).

action of the wavenumber-1 moist Kelvin wave with a
zonally asymmetric basic state. Majda et al. (1999) have
examined such interactions of a Kelvin wave with a
stationary forcing to produce other zonal wavenumbers
and other equatorial wavetypes in nonlinear shallow-
water equations interacting with topography. Analogous
features would apply in the moist-convective case.

To illustrate such interactions in a linearized context,

with perturbation and basic state quantities x9 and x ,
consider for example the convection formulation in our
model, which has terms such as C9H(C), where C is
CAPE and H is the Heaviside function. If the basic state
is not zonally uniform, one can write H(C) 5 H0 1
Sn Hneinx 1 complex conjugate, where n is the zonal
wavenumber. Consider a wave initially of the form C9
5 Aei(mx2vt) 1 complex conjugate, where m is the zonal
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FIG. 21. As in Fig. 4, except for OLR anomaly (contour 5 W m22)
both the EWF and extratropical excitation are removed.

wavenumber, A is an amplitude, and v is the frequency.
Interactions of the wave with the zonally asymmetric
basic state, such as C9H(C), will produce power at wave-
numbers 6m 6 n for all n, but at the original frequency
v. Power that tends to occur at 30–60 days at wave-
number 1 in the wave will thus spread in this spectral
band across higher wavenumbers. Nonlinear interaction
of the time-dependent wave with itself would generate

other frequencies, so interaction with the basic state is
most relevant to the wavenumber spread at constant
frequency. Complications involving matching of merid-
ional structures necessarily occur, since for power that
gets spread to negative zonal wavenumbers at low fre-
quencies, the match to Rossby wave dynamics must be
taken into account (Majda et al. 1999).

We caution that we have not shown that this hypoth-
esized mechanism is responsible for the moist-Kelvin
wave/MJO-like distinction in this model. The impor-
tance of this mechanism relative to others in observa-
tions is even less clear, but the mechanism is simple,
so we suggest it as a starting point against which more
elaborate hypothesis may be compared.

6. Discussion and conclusions

From these numerical experiments, a few conclusions
can be drawn regarding the mechanisms involved in
maintaining intraseasonal oscillations in an atmospheric
model of intermediate complexity. These are suggestive
of mechanisms that may operate in real-world intrasea-
sonal oscillations and also serve as examples for ex-
amining the difficulties faced by diagnostic techniques
in attempting to sort out mechanisms in observations.
First, these results are consistent with the view of the
intraseasonal oscillations (described in section 1b) as
being associated with intrinsic CID modes of the trop-
ical atmosphere that are maintained against damping by
some input of energy. The form and phase speed of the
model eastward-propagating disturbances are more
complex than in linearized studies of a related model
(Neelin and Yu 1994; Yu and Neelin 1994). The east-
ward propagation and spatial form are recognizably re-
lated to the Kelvin–CID mode of the linear case, al-
though differences may be noted. CISK (in the sense
of instability) is known not to occur in the linear case,
and this carries over to this model, since the oscillation
disappears when other mechanisms are suppressed. A
linear analysis of this model does appear to give a qual-
itative explanation of phase speed variations with sea-
son. These are mainly due to the effects of advection
by the mean wind, which substantially slows the prop-
agation in some seasons.

The model has an analog of the frequency-wave-
number signature noted in observations by Wheeler and
Kiladis (1999) in which spectral enhancement relative
to background occurs in both a curve suggestive of a
moist Kelvin wave and as low-frequency peaks extend-
ing from the dominant wavenumber 1 out to wave-
number 6 at constant frequency. In the model, both are
maintained by similar mechanisms, so when we refer
to both aspects, we use the term ‘‘moist-Kelvin/MJO-
like’’ variance. This is not intended to imply that they
are necessarily related. We use the term intraseasonal
variance to refer to all the variability at intraseasonal
timescales, including the moist-Kelvin/MJO-like vari-
ance.
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FIG. 22. As in Fig. 5, except both the EWF and extratropical excitation are removed. PSD as wavenumber–frequency contour plots
and wavenumber 0–2 slices are shown. (a) and (b) 250-hPa zonal wind; (c) and (d) 850-hPa zonal wind. Units of (m s21)2. Contour
intervals are (a) 10 and (c) 0.5. Standard deviation of PSDs is 10%.

The experiments presented in this paper suggest that
both the EWF and extratropical excitation can act to
maintain intraseasonal variance. If either of the mech-
anisms is removed, the model simulated oscillation is
reduced. Of the two mechanisms, the removal of extra-
tropical excitation decreases the amplitude of the var-

iance more than removing the EWF. Although both
mechanisms appear necessary for the maintenance of
the moist-Kelvin/MJO-like oscillation, each mechanism
appears to influence the oscillation differently. The
EWF, if acting alone without extratropical excitation,
does not appear able to maintain the oscillation. Neither
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FIG. 23. As in Fig. 6, except PSD for both the EWF and extratropical excitation removed is shown. Units of (W m22)2. Contour
interval for (a) is 20. Standard deviation of PSDs is 10%.

can the extratropical excitation if acting alone, although
in the case of extratropical excitation acting without the
EWF, one sees evidence of regions (localized in space
and time) where eastward propagation continues. The
main spectral feature maintained by extratropical ex-
citation acting alone seems not to be related to moist-
Kelvin/MJO-like variance, since its wavenumber-1
component has a peak period of about 160 days. We
underline the caveat that the midlatitude storms in this
model are not as accurately represented as tropical as-
pects and that the midlatitude variance and the extension
of storms into the Tropics can be sensitive to model
parameters (ZNC). Results from a more recent version
of the model (v2.1 ZNC), in which the intensity of mid-
latitude storms is less than those simulated in the version
used for this study (v1.0), show a marked decrease in
intraseasonal variability. Thus, we regard the results of
this study as an illustration of midlatitude impacts,
showing what the midlatitudes could do under some
circumstances, rather than a quantitative estimate.

Although the numerical experiments presented in this
study indicate that the EWF helps maintain moist-
Kelvin/MJO-like variance, analysis of the evaporation
signal in the model oscillation suggests the current pro-
totypes for wind–evaporation interaction are inadequate
to fully describe the feedback. Both the zonally inho-
mogeneous basic state and the more complex model
oscillation structure appear to impact this. If so, there
is the potential for drawing misleading conclusions re-
garding wind–evaporation interaction from the current

observational studies. Determining the importance or
nonimportance of the EWF will require the use of nu-
merical experiments, such as those used in this study,
or better theoretical prototypes to guide analysis.

The results presented here also allow some comments
to be made with respect to other proposed mechanisms
for maintaining intraseasonal oscillations. First, this
study demonstrates that a moist-Kelvin/MJO-like os-
cillation can be sustained in an intermediate-level at-
mospheric model without CISK instability, implying
other mechanisms can maintain such an oscillation. In
addition, the impact of ‘‘noise’’ from extratropical ex-
citation suggests that other types of noise may have an
influence in maintaining intraseasonal oscillations. Pos-
sible sources of noise include convective-scale activity
and mesoscale disturbances, whose variances are un-
resolved by traditional convective parameterizations (in-
cluding the Betts–Miller scheme used in the QTCM1)
that calculate ensemble means at model grid points.

In summary, these results suggest the following, at
least in this model.

R The EWF (a) does not alone maintain the moist-
Kelvin/MJO-like oscillations by producing instability
but assists midlatitude excitation by reducing decay
and (b) can favor intraseasonal variance at MJO-like
periods (approximately 20–80 days in this model) and
low wavenumbers.

R Extratropical excitation (a) can provide a source of
stochastic excitation to sustain intraseasonal variance
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and (b) in the absence of the EWF, still creates tropical
intraseasonal variability but not the peak response at
the periods of the model’s moist Kelvin and MJO-like
modes.

R In the relationship between moist Kelvin and MJO-
like variability, the maintenance mechanisms for both
these aspects of the model variability are related. Al-
though not confirmed here, it is conjectured that non-
linear effects may generate the higher wavenumber
aspects of the MJO-like feature from the wave-
number-1 moist Kelvin wave.

A preliminary analysis of the pathway by which ex-
tratropical excitation influences the Tropics suggests that
it is not simple to distinguish among several possible
mechanisms. These include Rossby wave propagation
as described in Hsu et al. (1990), the effect of baroclinic
waves sweeping through the Tropics upon divergence,
or the effect of these on moisture advection. While de-
termining which is dominant will require additional
study, this paper demonstrates a clean method of sup-
pressing midlatitude disturbances that can be used in
other models and provides a clear example of a case
where midlatitude effects are shown to be important.
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